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Notice of Decision regarding Termination of
Technical Assistance Agreement with Shintex

We, SUMIDA CORPORATION, hereby give notice that our wholly owned subsidiaries,
Sumida Electronic Components Company Limited (“SECL”, the Business Supervising
Company of Sumida Group) and Sumida Shintex Company Limited (“SSCL”), have
decided to terminate a set of agreement such as Technical Assistance Agreement etc.
concluded with Shintex Corporation (“Shintex”) regarding LCD-related Module
Business. The details are provided as follows:
1. Reason of Termination of Technical Assistance Agreement etc.
SECL have established a joint venture company (SSCL) with Shintex in July, 2006,
which is focused on the made-to-order production and sales of LCD modules, and
started the LCD-related Module Business in Guangzhou, Guangdong Province,
China. Later from April 2007, SSCL has become wholly owned by Sumida Group,
and it has carried out the business while accumulating technical know-how and
maintaining relationship with Shintex through receiving their technological
assistance. However this time, since Shintex has resolved to file a petition for
bankruptcy due to drop in business, SECL and SSCL have decided to terminate a
set of agreements such as Technical Assistance Agreement concluded with Shintex
regarding LCD-related Module Business.
2. Continuation of SSCL Business
The company name of SSCL has been changed to “Sumida LCM Company Limited”.
Sumida LCM Company Limited will continuously operate the LCD-related Module
Business as a wholly owned company of Sumida Group through its acquired
technical know-how as well as our own sales network.
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3. Impact on Sumida's Financial Results
SECL has invested to Shintex (27.7% of the number of Shintex’s issued stocks) at
the time of starting the joint venture business.
As a result of Shintex’s
bankruptcy, a loss from write-down securities of 170 million yen will be recorded in
the 4th Quarter of fiscal year ended 31st December 2007. The impact that has on
the closing of consolidated the financial result is negligible.
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